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mopping robot
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The Dreame W10 cleans both wet and dry messes and
automatically detects what type, and what intensity, of
cleaning is needed. The unique D-shape design, paired
with 4,000Pa suction, efficiently tackles dirt and stubborn
stains at the same time. The application of 10N of
pressure to pads that spin roughly 180 times per minute
ensures no dry messes are missed and all stains are
thoroughly scrubbed.

Hard on messes. Easy on you.
Packed with two rotating mop pads and 4,000Pa* max suction, W10 tackles dirt and stubborn stains at the same time.
Applying 10N (Newtons)* of pressure to pads that spin 180 times per minute* ensures that stains are thoroughly
scrubbed.

*4,000Pa, 10N (Newtons), 180 times per minute: Tested by Dreame lab, actual performance will vary based on
different home environments.

Automatically scrubs and washes itself.
When the pads get dirty, W10 automatically returns to the dock. The pads are sprayed with water and then spin rapidly
against small grooves to dislodge dirt. Meanwhile, a nozzle at the bottom of the dock deposits the dirty water into the
waste-water tank to prevent cross-contamination.

Auto-dry system prevents mildew.
When the mopping cycle is complete and W10 has returned to its base for the last time, the pads are rinsed and then
dried with hot air to prevent mildew or bacteria growth.

Large capacity, huge coverage.
Two 4-litre water tanks, one for clean water and the other for dirty, eliminate the need for frequent refilling or dumping.
With a massive 6400mAh battery, W10 cleans up to 300m² on a single charge.

*300m²: Tested by Dreame lab, actual performance will vary based on different home environments.

Targets. Measures. Maps.
W10 updates a map of its surroundings 12x* faster than before thanks to an upgraded LiDAR-based SLAM navigation
system—even in the dark. It also creates systematic cleaning paths and stores up to 3 floor plans.
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*12x: Compared with Dreame Bot series and tested by Dreame lab. Actual performance will vary based on different
home environments.

Along walls, around corners.
W10 hugs walls and corners closer thanks to its D-shaped design. Side brushes catch debris from the edge and the
19.2cm oversized roller covers more area. Meanwhile, powerful 4,000pa suction removes dirt and dust more
effectively.

Intelligently plans for carpets.
Ultrasonic carpet detection ensures W10 recognizes the carpet in advance and plans the route according to its current
cleaning mode.In vacuum mode, W10 automatically ramps up to max suction when it detects carpeting. In other
modes, W10 makes a detour around the carpets to avoid wetting them.

Choose the right mode.
Choose from 3 modes via the app—vacuuming, mopping, and all-in-one cleaning—to create the ideal cleaning
session. Sweep the carpets, mop the bathroom, or vacuum and mop hard floors.

Everything just clicks.
Once W10 has drawn a floor plan of your house, you could partition it into rooms and set customzied cleaning on the
app instead of cleaning the entire house every time.

Cleans smarter with Amazon Alexa.
With Amazon Alexa, just say the word to have your home automatically cleaned.

What's in the box

    •  Robot
    •  Self-Wash Base
    •  Mop Pad x2
    •  Cleaning Tool
    •  Power Cord
    •  Side Brush

Caractéristiques

Caractéristiques du produit

Code EAN: 6973734681941

Numéro du fabricant : RLS5C

Poids du produit : 13.7 kilograms
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